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ABSTRACT
Integration Connectivity as a Service (ICaaS) offers  a
cloud-based or hybrid digital integration platform, 
representing the next generation of enterprise integration
for the digital age. It provides an alternative to existing 
on-premise and SaaS / IPaaS integration platforms. 

This paper outlines the features of ICaaS and explains the 
benefits of using ICaaS as either a standalone, cloud or hybrid 
enterprise integration solution. 
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INTRODUCTION

The transition from legacy onsite systems and databases
to cloud computing is well underway. By 2017, the UK 
had achieved an 88 percent adoption rate of cloud-based 
services, but only eight percent of organisations had
moved their entire IT operations into the cloud.1

This partial adoption means that the vast majority of organisations are now 

operating on a hybrid technology infrastructure and business application 

landscape. In this model cloud-based infrastructure and applications run 

side-by-side with legacy solutions hosted on-premise. 

Larger organisations will typically have over 500 different applications2 across

the entire business and the enterprise technology landscape is therefore becoming

increasingly complex.

Often these systems have evolved with the growth of the organisation. They are

developed and implemented by different departments working in silos, based 

on the authorisation of multiple decision-makers. Frequently, the motivation for

changing or upgrading is a desire to realise up-front savings, without considering

the impact on downstream systems and processes. 

This fragmentation usually means that systems don’t communicate effectively.

Data and process silos emerge, and leaders don’t have access to the information

they need to make timely and business-critical decisions. Employees spend time

on cumbersome manual workarounds, sales opportunities are lost, and operations

become inefficient. Furthermore, organisations risk losing their ability to keep

pace with competitors. 
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Most businesses recognise the challenges of fragmented
systems and the fact that integrated system architecture
is the answer. 

Integration-Platform-as-a-Service (IPaaS) has emerged
as a middleware solution for connecting fragmented 
systems and data sources across hybrid application  landscapes.

However, the IPaaS approach comes with its own set of challenges. As with 

previous ESB solutions, a good tool can be used and implemented badly, resulting

in an integration bottleneck that fails to decouple and isolate applications, failing

to enable faster, simpler change. An integration platform needs to be approached

as a project by itself, as it is implementing an entirely new layer of technology

connecting all the applications and services of the enterprise, and beyond. 

As a result, IPaaS solutions are often complex and costly exercises, requiring 

significant upfront investment, before any benefits are realised. Often, it requires

specialist consultants who are familiar with the integration platform. It can take

significant time to implement and maintaining key principles, standards, patterns

and a reusability mindset often erodes over time. For complex hybrid, cloud and

on-premise integrations of the kind needed by many large organisations, IPaaS

may not be up to the job.

Furthermore, IPaaS involves an additional layer of IT complexity that will take

ongoing time and resources to maintain, potentially even requiring further external

support meaning it can take years for IPaaS solutions to deliver any ROI.

IPAAS IS A SOLUTION - 
BUT NOT A SILVER BULLET
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Integration Connectivity as a Service (ICaaS) is 
a low-code, digital integration platform based on
best practice patterns, common services and an 
API approach that ensures adherence to a single 
architecture and standard, reusable services. It 
provides a tried-and-tested library of integration
patterns and connectors, including a broad range of
application-specific adapters and those for transport
and messaging protocols.

ICaaS is a fully cloud-based solution that can be delivered as a service and

doesn’t require any in-house development skills. A user-friendly presentation

interface is provided to enable even non-technical employees to administer

the platform. It’s scalable and flexible enough to cope with the demands

of today’s fast-moving organisations as they undergo the digital 

transformation journey.

ICaaS can be deployed within any business or organisation across all 

industries and sectors to provide a hybrid integration connectivity as a

service solution. It can be implemented in an agile, iterative way as there

are no upfront infrastructure, software or resource skills needed by

organisations to get started. We work with a diverse range 

of public and private sector clients from SMEs and 

non-government public bodies to large 

organisations. 

WHAT IS ICAAS?
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COST

Implementing ICaaS doesn’t require any consultancy fees or the deployment of

an internal integration team. There is no need to employ ongoing maintenance

resources or engage outsourced contractors to manage future system changes 

or upgrades. There are also no large software licensing fees (IPaaS) or hardware,

software and implementation costs (on-premise).

Costs are based on the integration services actually deployed, so clients only 

pay for what they are using. This enables incremental growth, support for 

MVP delivery approaches and early benefits realisation and value creation.

Overall, ICaaS can achieve at least 70% cost savings compared to an IPaaS 

implementation.

WHY CHOOSE ICAAS?
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TIME

ICaaS integration patterns and adapters are pre-built and already proven to

work. Therefore, the implementation doesn’t require time spent on discovery,

build, or extensive testing. Depending on the complexity, enterprise services can 

be delivered, up and running, within as little as 48 hours. This is a mere fraction

of the time that a full IPaaS implementation can take. 

Consequently, new services can be added quickly and 

easily at any time without any code changes or downtime. 

QUALITY

ICaaS services work right out of the box, based on a defined standard

integration pattern using a suite of common technical services. Each new 

integration service inherits the standards and reusable components of previous

implementations. The underlying platform is capable of handling the complexity

of systems integration for even the largest enterprises. Smaller organisations can

also benefit from the simplicity of an ICaaS integration. 

ICaaS offers an assurance of data security and minimises the risk of operational

downtime. Support, maintenance and exceptions are minimised by standardising

the architecture and integration components used. Business transactions flowing

throughout the system landscape can be easily monitored, providing insights

into business performance. In turn, these insights can feed into strategic 

decision making and enable ongoing process improvement. 
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COMPETITIVE EDGE

Organisations across all sectors are currently facing increasing pressure 

to stay ahead of the curve in a technology landscape that is in a continuous 

state of flux. Public bodies are under pressure to reduce spending, resulting 

in the UK government setting ambitious targets for the adoption of new 

technologies.3

Competition in retail is increasingly online and mobile, even in bricks-and-mortar

businesses, and retailers need to maintain marketing channels across multiple

digital platforms. Manufacturing, warehousing, and logistics are becoming 

automated, making use of robotics and sensors. 

Most organisations have already embarked on this digital transformation journey

in a bid to stay ahead. However, the relentless drive towards automation has 

created a situation where every organisation is dependent on data, which is 

ever more available and yet ever more valuable. Without integration, harnessing 

control of data becomes an insurmountable challenge. 

ICaaS provides a quick and cost-effective means of joining up legacy systems,

empowering organisations to take control of their data. Doing so is a necessary

early step that removes the roadblocks to digital transformation and makes 

the journey that much smoother. 
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Choosing ICaaS doesn’t have to be a mutually exclusive
decision. Many organisations may have already
implemented, or partially implemented, IPaaS or have an
on-premise ESB and B2B gateway solution. The business
case and impact to completely replace these solutions is
difficult.

ICaaS can supplement existing solutions, adding cloud capability to on-premise

solutions to create a hybrid platform, or providing legacy connectivity not 

supported by IPaaS. It can then operate alongside existing solutions and be 

used to offload services where and when it is advantageous to do so.

Keeping some data or processes on-premise or having already implemented 

an IPaaS solution doesn’t need to be a barrier to realising the benefits of ICaaS.

Smarter Integration’s connectivity can be deployed as part of a hybrid integration

solution. As the enterprise adds on new cloud-based services, these can be

quickly and easily integrated on an as-needed basis without interrupting 

anything operating on the pre-existing integration platform. 

HYBRID INTEGRATION
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The Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service
(ACAS) is a UK-based public service that provides free
and impartial information and advice to employers and
employees on all aspects of workplace relations and 
employment law. It faces the challenge of being a small
publicly-funded organisation that delivers services to 
a vast nationwide client base with limited resources. 

Like all client-facing organisations, ACAS is under pressure to implement digital

initiatives. For example, self-service functionality that will enhance the client 

experience and range of services it can offer, while freeing up team members 

for other activities.  

ACAS were hoping to develop an integration platform within a specified budget

and guaranteed time period. By choosing Smarter Integration, the platform was

available within 48 hours. 

With a cloud-based ICaaS approach, ACAS didn’t need to procure the technology,

hire consultants, pay developers’ salaries or annual software licensing fees. It

saved at least 70 percent compared to competitors, enabling the redistribution 

of huge savings to other vital projects.

“This is money we’ve been able to reallocate to the digital front-end and other

options for device refreshment. I don’t ever like to use the word ‘no-brainer’, but

if I were to ever use it then, from a cost perspective, it would be appropriate.”

Michael Bradshaw, Lead Architect at ACAS

THE ACAS CASE STUDY
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CONCLUSION

In an increasingly data-driven world, an integrated system
architecture is no longer a nice-to-have. Organisations
must be able to harness their applications and data and
use them to drive strategic and operational decisions that
will help to maintain a competitive edge. 

IPaaS  has provided a strong basis and use case for integrated systems. 

Nevertheless, a full IPaaS implementation comes with the risk that the time 

and cost to set up will take years to deliver a return on investment. It may never

deliver the benefits envisaged if the platform implementation is not ferociously

governed and managed.

ICaaS provides a means of bypassing much of the risk and complexity involved

in a pure IPaaS approach. Furthermore, it works in harmony with the increasing

prevalence of cloud-based technologies and can complement an existing IPaaS

setup as part of a hybrid integration approach. 

Low cost, rapid deployment means that the organisation can channel the time

and cost saved into other value-adding transformation projects.
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Cloud-based integration is derisking digital 
transformation by cutting costs and reducing 
deployment times. Contact us to find out more
about Smarter Integration’s ICaaS solution.

ABOUT US

Established by expert integration architects W3P, based in
Milton Keynes, England, Smarter Integration has pioneered
the development of ICaaS as a market solution.

GET IN TOUCH

+44 (0) 845 868 5041
www.smarterintegration.cloud


